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REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT #38 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Readfield Elementary School
October 16, 2019, 6:30 p.m.
AGENDA

1.

Call to order:

2.

Citizens’ Comments: (5 min.)

3.

Additions/Adjustments to the Agenda by Board and/or Superintendent: (5 min.)

4.

Presentation: Career and Education Development, Grades 6-12 Curriculum, presented by
Members of the Career and Education Curriculum Team* (30 min.)

5.

Action Items: (20 min.)
a.
Approval of Minutes of October 2, 2019*
b.
Appointment of first probationary contract teacher, MS, Katherine Jewett*
c.
Consideration of out-of-country travel, Germany, Austria, June 19-28, 2020*
d.
Approval of Career and Education Curriculum

6.

Discussion Items: (30 min.)
a.
MSBA Proposed Resolutions*
b.
Roberts Rules*

7.

Informational Item: Maine Strategic Planning Summit*

8.

Adjournment:

* Attachments

~Notice~
School Tour
6:00 – 6:25 p.m.
Any citizen who wishes to add an item to the agenda may do so by notifying the Board Chair or the
Superintendent’s Office, in writing, ten days prior to the Board’s next scheduled meeting.
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REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT #38 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Manchester Elementary School
October 2, 2019
Minutes of Meeting
Members Present:

Chair Gary Carr, Vice Chair Wendy Brotherlin, Kim Bowie, Patty Gordon, Cathy
Jacobs, Shawn Roderick, Melissa Tobin, David Twitchell, Alexander Wright
Members Absent:
Rebecca Lambert, Louise Ridley, Adam Woodford, (one vacant position)
Student Representatives: Cassidy McCormack, Wyatt Folsom, Claire Holman
Administrator:
Superintendent James Charette, Special Education Director Ryan Meserve,
Principals Jeff Boston, Dwayne Conway, Janet Delmar, Abbie Hartford, Kristen
Levesque, Assistant Principal Tina Brackley, Finance Manager Brigette Williams,
Director of Maintenance & Transportation Shaun Drinkwater, Adult & Community
Education Director Steve Vose
1.

Call to Order: Chair Carr called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
Chair Carr read an email he received from Readfield resident, David Trunnell,
complimenting the district for their development of the school improvement plan.

2.

Student Representative Reports:
Dr. Levesque introduced Cassidy McCormack and Wyatt Folsom as the middle school
student representatives. Cassidy McCormack and Wyatt Folsom reported on the students’ work
on team projects as well as school-wide activities at the middle school. They reported on
fundraising activities for the purpose of opening a school store, the creation of a school “Green
Team” that is working on recycling for the classrooms.
Dr. Conway reported Dana Reynolds and Claire Holman are the high school student
representatives. Claire Holman reported the school year has gotten off to a great start. Student
Senate is planning for Homecoming and are also planning with the middle school for “Make A
Difference” week. Next week the GAPP students will be arriving, and preparation for the Fall
Musical is in full swing.

3.

a.

Reports:
In addition to the Board reports included in the board packet, the administrators reported
on recent events at their schools and in their programs.
Chair Carr commented that the weekend incident highlights the importance of upgrading
the locks on the doors and he wants them fixed immediately; stating that safety is most
important.
MOTION by Wright to allocate, from the bond, up to $70,000 to improve the lock system
throughout RSU #38. Second by Twitchell.
Mr. Drinkwater reported that the $70,000 is a very rough figure. Johnson Controls
provided the estimate for the high school but they did not access the other school buildings in the
district. The estimate for the high school was $11,000 and this included Mr. Drinkwater doing
some of the work himself. He has not received a quote for the entire district.
Discussion ensued about the type of system and who would be responsible for overseeing
the system. Mr. Drinkwater responded it would be for a key fob system and he would be in
charge of the system.
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Ms. Gordon asked whether the $70,000 from the bond was already earmarked for this
project. Chair Carr responded no, but at this time the bond has $1.7 excess and it would come out
of that. Mr. Drinkwater reiterated that $70,000 is a rough number.
After discussion Mr. Roderick asked if Mr. Wright and Mr. Twitchell would accept an
amendment to the motion to increase the amount to $100,000. Both concurred.
Motion Carried as Amended: unanimous
b.
Middle School Focus Committee
Ms. Gordon reported on the Middle School Focus Committee’s work regarding Standards
Based Grading. After a lot of discussion, staff at the MS will use PowerSchool to report traditional
grades. They are also working on developing a system to report standards grades. Dr. Levesque
added, this school year teachers are only using PowerSchool and teachers are recording standards
and are working on a proposal to look at daily work practice. Anything that’s not a benchmark
would be scored using the traditional grading system; benchmarks will include a traditional score
and a standards score to show student progress towards meeting standards. Dr. Levesque added,
the rationale for this is that as a middle school they will continue to transition students from a 1-4
into a traditional scale that students will be moving to when they enter high school.
Chair Carr brought up another item, the facilities group needs input from teachers on what
it’s going to be like in 10 years. What do we need to do different in 10 years? He wants new ideas
looking 10 years out as to where we want to be in education. He stated the Committee has to
have Select Board members from the towns so they come and listen and figure out what they
want to do in 10 years.
Ms. Jacobs noted that last year during budget discussions the Board talked about
establishing a committee to look at our district. She asked if Chair Carr was asking for a formal
committee. He responded yes, with board members, select board members, teachers and
members of the public.
4.

Citizens’ Comments: none

5.

Additions/Adjustments to the Agenda by Board and/or Superintendent:
Vice Chair Brotherlin requested to make a statement regarding the letter to the Board
from Board member Rebecca Lambert. Ms. Brotherlin stated she emphatically takes issue with the
letter. She questioned the report that school board members could not campaign for chair and
vice chair. She was not able to find anything that prohibited campaigning. Regarding the
statement made about intimidation, she asked if there were any formal records on file of
intimidation from board members. Superintendent Charette responded no formal reports were
filed.
Mr. Roderick commented that there may not have been formal complaints, but people
who talked with him felt intimidated. He will provide the research he found regarding
campaigning and will encourage staff to file formal complaints.
Ms. Gordon stated regarding Ms. Lambert’s letter, she wanted to add that because of the
way the last meeting went we did not get the Board where we need to go. How can we ensure,
moving forward, that we are a cohesive group. How can we move forward and make sure people
are not behaving inappropriately in the future? How can we ensure this will not occur again?
Ms. Jacobs would like to know how the Board can move forward in a positive way. She
asked the Chair and Vice Chair how they will build the trust for this Board. She asked how they
plan to rebuild that trust with this board and trust from the community members.
Ms. Tobin asked if they are saying there is legitimately a problem. She prefers the Board
gets back to what they need to do.
Mr. Wright asked to move on to nominations.
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Action Items:
a.
Nomination of Officers:
i.
Nomination of Board Chair
Alexander Wright nominated Gary Carr as Board Chair. Wendy Brotherlin
seconded the nomination. No other nominations were brought forward.
Dr. Carr spoke to the work of the Board and to keep decisions at the Board level,
stating you can trust everything will be done before you.
Ms. Jacobs asked how she can be assured this will happen. It is very important we
have diversity and different ideas; whether we agree or not.
Mr. Twitchell agreed with Ms. Jacobs’ point that we need the ability to share
different opinions. It is important that everybody is sharing their ideas and that’s a form of
trust. He likes the idea of keeping everything here at board meetings.
Nomination of Dr. Gary Carr as Chair carried by a vote of 5 in favor, 3 opposed.
ii.
Nomination of Vice Chair
David Twitchell nominated Wendy Brotherlin as Vice Chair. Alexander Wright
seconded the nomination. No other nominations were brought forward.
Ms. Brotherlin addressed the Board as to why she should be approved as Vice
Chair. She stated that she has felt harassed in the last 2 weeks herself and had days she
wanted to leave. She has only had good intentions for the Board, schools and the
community. She didn’t realize the trust was so broken and apologized for breaking that
trust, but there are lots of rumors. She stated she thinks that reaching out to others
behind the scene is not the way to go, but to work through the sub committees and bring
those ideas to the full board. She stated that she is here and she puts the extra hours in;
we have a fabulous community and she is proud to be part of the Board.
Nomination of Ms. Brotherlin as Vice Chair carried by a vote of 6 in favor, 2
opposed.
b.
Approval of Minutes of September 18, 2019
MOTION by Brotherlin, second by Wright to approve the minutes of September 18, 2019,
with the two typographical corrections noted.
Motion Carried: 8 in favor, 0 opposed
c.
Consideration of out-of-state travel, MCHS, Model United Nations Conference, Boston
MA, May 14-15, 2019
MOTION by Brotherlin, second by Wright to approve the out-of-state travel request to
attend the Model United Nations Conference as presented. Motion Carried: 8 in favor, 0 opposed
d.
Appointment of Local Delegate and Alternate to MSBA Annual Delegate Assembly
Superintendent Charette reported the Local Delegate represents the RSU #38 Board of
Directors at the Maine School Boards Association Annual meeting. The Delegate Assembly is
October 24th, beginning at 2:30 p.m. Wendy Brotherlin, Cathy Jacobs, Alex Wright and Kim Bowie
indicated interest in attending the MSMA Fall Conference.
MOTION by Wright, second by Brotherlin to appoint Cathy Jacobs as the RSU #38 delegate
to the MSBA Delegate Assembly. Motion Carried: 8 in favor, 0 opposed
MOTION by Wright, second by Twitchell to appoint Wendy Brotherlin as the RSU #38
alternate delegate to the MSBA Delegate Assembly. Motion Carried: unanimous
The Board will be discussing the resolutions being presented to the Delegate Assembly at
the October 16th meeting. Board members interested in attending the MSMA Fall Conference
please contact Donna Foster by Wednesday, October 16th.
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Discussion Items:
a.
RSU 38 Reorganization Plan/Funding Formula
Superintendent Charette presented the information regarding the process if the Board
wants to look at changing the funding formula. There are two ways to pursue amendments to the
costs sharing formula. One requires a majority vote of the full board. Everyone needs to be in
attendance and there is currently a vacancy on the Board. The RSU #38 Reorganization plan states
that the School Board shall hold at least one meeting of municipal representatives to reconsider
the method of sharing costs, and shall give at least 15 days’ notice to each municipality comprising
the region of any meeting. A second way is if requested by a written petition of at least 10% of the
number of voters voting in the last gubernatorial election within the RSU (Section 13b. of the RSU
#38 Reorganization Plan, pg.18-19). Superintendent Charette discouraged the Board from having
any kind of conversation on the Board level until one of the criteria can be met.
b.
Facilities 10-year plan
Chair Carr reported that the Board needs to think about what they are going to do to write
the next bond, if another bond needs to be written, the Board needs to be prepared. He reviewed
some of the items discussed including building a new high school, stating the elementary schools
have over 500 students. He suggested board members ask people in their towns if they are
interested in doing something like this. If they want to be on a committee. We don’t know when
it will open (state building fund).
Ms. Jacobs asked if this is the same committee he was talking about earlier; and where the
Strategic Plan comes in to this? She asked when the Board will look at the plan.
Superintendent Charette requested direction from the Board on next steps. It is in the
Strategic Plan to begin this discussion. How do we start moving this process forward? What should
committee representation look like? What do we expect from the Superintendent?
Discussion ensued regarding the size and composition of the committee. Suggestions
included Select Board representatives and School Board representatives from each town, as well
as staff and administration for each school and community members. Discussion about keeping
the committee around 20 members. Clarification was asked as to whether Chair Carr is looking for
a motion. Ms. Jacobs stated perhaps the Board needs to be clear about the goals before asking
people to serve a committee; what would be the outcome? Chair Carr responded, if you have to
write a bond you know what you need. What will education look like in 10 years?
Mr. Twitchell asked if this committee will bring a recommendation to the Board, similar to
the futures search where we want this district to be in 10 years and to include in the
recommendation specifics about facilities, buildings. (Chair Carr stated get involved in the
tangibles.)
Mr. Roderick asked if the goal is to look at the structure of the current school system and
look at alternatives. Maybe the outcome from group should be choices instead of a
recommendation.
Ms. Gordon suggested, “Get a diverse group of people together to get possible
considerations of where we will be as a district in 10 years, along with the pros and cons of each.”
Ms. Jacobs asked if this will include a visioning exercise of where you hope things will go.
She stated she would advocate for allowing the Superintendent the flexibility to find a facilitator
for this process to produce something that can come to the Board. Superintendent Charette
stated he would rather participate than facilitate the process.
MOTION by Roderick, second by Jacobs to get a diverse group of people together to get
possible considerations of where we will be as a district in 10 years, along with the pros and cons
of each. Motion Carried: 8 in favor, 0 opposed
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Mr. Wright asked if the Board agrees to expend money for a facilitator. Superintendent
Charette stated he could get the cost for a facilitator. Discussion ensued about what the vote
included. It was determined that the authority to expend funds for a facilitator was not included in
the vote. Discussion ensued about what was included in the motion.
MOTION by Roderick to reconsider the previous vote and table the discussion allowing the
Superintendent time to present the Board with suggestions, prepare a draft statement of purpose,
and obtain the cost for a facilitator. Motion Carried: 7 in favor, 0 opposed, 1 abstained (Twitchell)
8.

Informational Items:

9.

Adjournment: MOTION and second to adjourn at 7:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
James Charette, Superintendent/Secretary
D. Foster, Recorder
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Position

Teacher-Maranacook Community Middle School

Candidate

Katherine Jewett

Educational Preparation

University of Southern Maine
- MS Occupational Therapy
University of Maine
- BS Child Development

Related Experience

RSU # 38- Long Term Substitute Teacher

References

Karyn Bussell, Teacher, Madison Area Memorial High School
Christie S. Grant , School Counselor, Winthrop Grade School
Erin Dow, Director of School Nutrition, RSU #5

Certification

General Education (020) Conditional

Salary
Board Hire Date
Replacing

$39,284.73 Degree: MA Experience 0 - (Prorated)
10/16/2019
Billie Cleveland (Resignation)

2007
2002
Fall 2019

10/2022
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MSBA Proposed Resolutions

6a.

The MSBA Board of Directors has forwarded the following resolutions for consideration at the MSBA
Delegate Assembly on Oct. 24.

Staff Use of Social Media
The Maine School Boards Association supports development of local board policy and guidelines around
the appropriate use of social media by employees during the workday and outside of work, and
expectations and consequences for staff using social media to bully or disrupt the school learning
environment. Schools need to be clear about who has authorization to create and monitor schoolsponsored sites on Facebook and other platforms and are encouraged to do appropriate training for staff
around good digital citizenship.
Rationale
Social media is a widely used form of communication by our employees and community members, and it
can have both great benefit for our school districts and do great harm. Districts need to have rules and
guidelines around its use to prevent harm to students, staff and the reputation of the school district.
School Board Use of Social Media
In recognition that many School Board members use social media to communicate, the Maine School
Boards Association would like to affirm the same standards apply to social media as other more
traditional means of communicating. Those standards include making clear you are speaking as an
individual and not on behalf of the full board; directing concerns or complaints about the district to the
administration; conducting yourself online in a manner that reflects well on the district; using caution
about inadvertently revealing confidential information; avoiding altogether conversations about contract
disputes, investigations or any other matters where the board must be impartial in its deliberations; and,
remembering that if a quorum of the board is discussing school business on social media or via email, it
constitutes a meeting.
Rationale
Social media has a much broader reach than the traditional forms of communication, and its use can only
be expected to grow. This resolution underscores the same rules apply to communication by board
members regardless of the medium. It also serves as a reminder that social media messages are almost
impossible to contain and therefore inappropriate conversations or comments cannot easily be erased or
corrected.
Legislative Focus on Students
The Maine School Boards Association would like to stipulate that Legislators and our own legislative
review committee view every legislative proposal affecting public education through the lens of whether
or not it is in the best interest of the students we serve. The impact on children should be spelled out in
both the language of the proposed law and in the testimony we present. If the legislation does not have the
student’s best interest as its focus, it should be redrafted or rejected. This proposal should be in the form
of a resolve voted on in the second session of the 129th Legislature.
Rationale
The focus of state legislation affecting public education should be on the children in our schools, not the
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adults. This resolution is intended to prompt that discussion prior to the introduction of legislation and
also to give legislators a student-centered barometer on the pros and cons of bills coming before them.

Board-Teacher Relations
The Maine School Boards Association is committed to providing training and support to its members on
ways to validate and improve the meet-and-consult process when adopting or amending education policy.
The goal is to improve communication around key policies that most directly affect teachers and review
and collaborate with staff on policies that need updating. In concert with that effort, MSBA would like to
encourage and help train boards in interest-based bargaining to further support collaborative relationships
between school boards and our teaching staff by welcoming their input. We also believe boards should
create more avenues to provide teachers voice.
Rationale
The School Board’s legal right and responsibility to adopt education policy was challenged this year in
the Legislature by a bill that would have made adoption of policy negotiable. The bill passed and
ultimately was vetoed by the governor. That vote should serve notice that more needs to be done to
engage teachers in the meet-and-consult process around education policy. It also underscores the
importance of opening up better lines of communication between administrators and all teaching staff.

The following resolution was submitted by the MSAD 75 School Board.
CTE Funding Restoration
This resolution calls for the state to restore Career and Technical Education funding to fiscal year 2019
levels for all CTE regions.
Rationale
Restoration of CTE funding to FY 2019 levels for all regions and committing to equitable funding
increases will help ensure access and equity for all Maine students.
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ROBERTS RULES CHEAT SHEET
To:

You say:

Second
Needed
Yes
Yes
No

Debatable

Amendable

"I move that we adjourn"
"I move that we recess until…"
"Point of privilege"

Interrupt
Speaker
No
No
Yes

No
No
No

No
Yes
No

"I move that we table it"

No

Yes

No

No

Vote
Needed
Majority
Majority
Chair
Decides
Majority

Adjourn
Recess
Complain about noise, room
temp., etc.
Suspend further consideration of
something
End debate
Postpone consideration of
something
Amend a motion

"I move the previous question"
"I move we postpone this matter
until…"
"I move that this motion be amended
by…"
"I move that…"

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

2/3
Majority

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Majority

Introduce business (a primary
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Majority
motion)
The above listed motions and points are listed in established order of precedence. When any one of them is pending, you may not introduce another that
is listed below, but you may introduce another that is listed above it.
Interrupt
Speaker
Yes

Second
Needed
No

Debatable

Amendable

Vote Needed

No

No

Chair decides

Yes
Must be done
before new
motion
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

None
None unless
someone
objects
2/3

"I move we take from the table…"

Yes

Yes

No

No

Majority

"I move we now (or later) reconsider
our action relative to…"

Yes

Yes

Only if original
motion was
debatable
No

No

Majority

To:

You say:

Object to procedure or
personal affront
Request information
Ask for vote by actual count
to verify voice vote

"Point of order"

Object to considering some
undiplomatic or improper
matter
Take up matter previously
tabled
Reconsider something
already disposed of

"I object to consideration of this
question"

"Point of information"
"I call for a division of the house"

Consider something out of its "I move we suspend the rules and
No
Yes
No
2/3
scheduled order
consider…"
Vote on a ruling by the Chair
"I appeal the Chair’s decision"
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Majority
The motions, points and proposals listed above have no established order of preference; any of them may be introduced at any time except when meeting
is considering one of the top three matters listed from the first chart (Motion to Adjourn, Recess or Point of Privilege).
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PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING A MAIN MOTION
NOTE: Nothing goes to discussion without a motion being on the floor.
Obtaining and assigning the floor
A member raises hand when no one else has the floor
• The chair recognizes the member by name
How the Motion is Brought Before the Assembly
•
•
•

The member makes the motion: I move that (or "to") ... and resumes his seat.
Another member seconds the motion: I second the motion or I second it or second.
The chair states the motion: It is moved and seconded that ... Are you ready for the
question?

Consideration of the Motion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Members can debate the motion.
Before speaking in debate, members obtain the floor.
The maker of the motion has first right to the floor if he claims it properly
Debate must be confined to the merits of the motion.
Debate can be closed only by order of the assembly (2/3 vote) or by the chair if no
one seeks the floor for further debate.

The chair puts the motion to a vote
1. The chair asks: Are you ready for the question? If no one rises to claim the floor, the
chair proceeds to take the vote.
2. The chair says: The question is on the adoption of the motion that ... As many as
are in favor, say ‘Aye’. (Pause for response.) Those opposed, say 'Nay'. (Pause for
response.) Those abstained please say ‘Aye’.
The chair announces the result of the vote.
1. The ayes have it, the motion carries, and ... (indicating the effect of the vote) or
2. The nays have it and the motion fails
WHEN DEBATING YOUR MOTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Listen to the other side
Focus on issues, not personalities
Avoid questioning motives
Be polite
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HOW TO ACCOMPLISH WHAT YOU WANT TO DO IN MEETINGS
MAIN MOTION
You want to propose a new idea or action for the group.
• After recognition, make a main motion.
• Member: "Madame Chairman, I move that _________."
AMENDING A MOTION
You want to change some of the wording that is being discussed.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
adding the following words ________."
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
striking out the following words ________."
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
striking out the following words, _________, and adding in their place the following
words ________."
REFER TO A COMMITTEE
You feel that an idea or proposal being discussed needs more study and investigation.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the question be referred to a
committee made up of members Smith, Jones and Brown."
POSTPONE DEFINITELY
You want the membership to have more time to consider the question under discussion
and you want to postpone it to a definite time or day, and have it come up for further
consideration.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move to postpone the question until
________."
PREVIOUS QUESTION
You think discussion has gone on for too long and you want to stop discussion and vote.
• After recognition, "Madam President, I move the previous question."
LIMIT DEBATE
You think discussion is getting long, but you want to give a reasonable length of time for
consideration of the question.
• After recognition, "Madam President, I move to limit discussion to two minutes per
speaker."
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POSTPONE INDEFINITELY
You want to kill a motion that is being discussed.
• After recognition, "Madam Moderator, I move to postpone the question indefinitely."
POSTPONE INDEFINITELY
You are against a motion just proposed and want to learn who is for and who is against the
motion.
• After recognition, "Madame President, I move to postpone the motion indefinitely."
RECESS
You want to take a break for a while.
• After recognition, "Madame Moderator, I move to recess for ten minutes."
ADJOURNMENT
You want the meeting to end.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move to adjourn."
PERMISSION TO WITHDRAW A MOTION
You have made a motion and after discussion, are sorry you made it.
• After recognition, "Madam President, I ask permission to withdraw my motion."
CALL FOR ORDERS OF THE DAY
At the beginning of the meeting, the agenda was adopted. The chairman is not following
the order of the approved agenda.
• Without recognition, "Call for orders of the day."
SUSPENDING THE RULES
The agenda has been approved and as the meeting progressed, it became obvious that an
item you are interested in will not come up before adjournment.
• After recognition, "Madam Chairman, I move to suspend the rules and move item 5
to position 2."
POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
The noise outside the meeting has become so great that you are having trouble hearing.
• Without recognition, "Point of personal privilege."
• Chairman: "State your point."
• Member: "There is too much noise, I can't hear."
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
You are going to propose a question that is likely to be controversial and you feel that
some of the members will try to kill it by various maneuvers. Also you want to keep out
visitors and the press.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that we go into a committee of the
whole."
POINT OF ORDER
It is obvious that the meeting is not following proper rules.
• Without recognition, "I rise to a point of order," or "Point of order."
POINT OF INFORMATION
You are wondering about some of the facts under discussion, such as the balance in the
treasury when expenditures are being discussed.
• Without recognition, "Point of information."
POINT OF PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
You are confused about some of the parliamentary rules.
• Without recognition, "Point of parliamentary inquiry."
APPEAL FROM THE DECISION OF THE CHAIR
Without recognition, "I appeal from the decision of the chair."

Rule Classification and Requirements
Class of Rule
Charter
Bylaws
Special Rules of Order
Standing Rules
Modified Roberts Rules of
Order

Requirements to Adopt
Adopted by majority vote or
as proved by law or
governing authority
Adopted by membership
Previous notice & 2/3 vote,
or a majority of entire
membership
Majority vote
Adopted in bylaws
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Requirements to Suspend
Cannot be suspended
Cannot be suspended
2/3 Vote
Can be suspended for
session by majority vote
during a meeting
2/3 vote

